Writings

The artist’s thoughts presented in this section were written in 1930s by an art critic V. Nikolsky
and published in his book “Petr Konchalovsky”. Vsekohydojnik. М., 1936.

-My own painting was clearly shown to me by the creations of Van Gogh. I have felt finely that I
don’t stumble at the same place any more, but am going steadily forward; now I knew how a
painter has to treat the Nature. I have not to copy the Nature, not to imitate it blindly, but to
search the characteristic and even change the visible appearance without hesitation if such is
the demand of my artistic view and emotional will.

It was Van Gogh who taught me to do as his own words go “do what you are doing in
accordance to the nature”, and there was a great pleasure in it…-

-It seems to me, Van Gogh and Cezanne do not contradict each other. Their creativities rush by
the same channel, they are close in the face of the nature because both of them are
descendants and continuers of great Monet.

Really, at due analysis of my «Palm Trees» of 1908, written in Sainte Maxim, there probably
would be found, nearly indisputable elements of Van Gogh, and “pieces” from Cezanne,
because so I have seen these pieces in a nature and so I should transfer them.

You can find the influence of both these masters, for example, in Matisse’s painting; the
decorative elements there have come from Van Gogh, and the generalizations, synthesis – from
Cezanne. However it is possible to find the influence of Van Gogh as well at Picasso and at
Derenne, and at many other French artists.

At Cezanne, the method of understanding the nature was dear to me. I followed it still even in
my more mature years because Cezanne’s methods enabled me to see the nature in a new
fashion. And I always wish to be true to the nature…-

-I instinctively understood even at those years that without some new method there is no
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salvation – it is impossible to find the way to the real art. That’s why I have grasped at Cezanne
as a drowning one would grasp at straws.-

-Till then (the trip to Spain at 1910) I knew some not quite natural, “Italian” Velasquez, but in the
“Tapestry Factory” and other things at Prado I saw a real Spanish painter: not only by its colors
as in the portrait of the papa Innocentiy in Hermitage, but cold, gloomy.

How striking are the shades of light blue, mouse-grey, or black of the Spanish masters! As for
me, all Spain was drenched with colors of these old painters. I was so excited by them that
when we were at Escurial, I had passed by the wonderful, colorful tapestries of Goya and did
not estimate them as it was due…I wish I could go to Spain now to have a look at them.-

-Initially I have written «The Bullfight» (1910) absolutely realistic, Surikov considered this thing
remarkable by vitality of its expression, but I did not like it. I desired to make the bull more
typical, not just an animal, as everyone can see it, but similar to a toy in its primitiveness. I
always loved folk art – those toy-makers of Troitsk which are carving of wood the “bears and the
muzhiks” for all theirs life. With fair simplicity and force they transfer the essence of an animal
and the person, using the most elementary means, reducing all to the two-three most
characteristic details. I desired to give the fighting bull the same “toy”, “muzhik” simplicity. I
wanted it to seem like an awful toy, or even more – a “devil” as it was represented in Middle
Ages in churches. So I have rewritten it. I remember, Surikov had considered, that I was
mistaken and regretted the former bull, but I liked this new one, more. -

-The nature of France and Italy is always filled with air and transparency; colors frequently fade
there in a kind of foggy veil. As I have told, it is quite on the contrary in Spain – the colors are
terribly simplified there: the black and white colors are dominating all other, as if every other
color were strewed by their ashes. Spain is a poem of black and white colors for me, so I have
felt it, and I surely had to paint it as I felt. All the time till I lived in Spain I was chased by thought
to learn the art of simplified, synthetic color.

That was the task I worked on in the portrait of my wife and children of 1911 (“The Family
Portrait” 1911).

Two colors are dominating there in the Spanish manner: black and white. The red and green –
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though strongly given in a portrait – are playing strictly subordinated role and their aim is only to
emphasize sonority of two basic tones of a portrait. The Chinese picture entered into a
background serves as accompaniment to these basic tones. It repeats again the black (grey),
and reflected tones of red (pink gills of a fish) and green (a bluish-green wave). At closer
examination of this portrait, there would be already found some first sensations of materiality of
subjects, and beginning of “constructivism.-

-We all were united then (1910 – K.F.), by the filing of necessity to rush against the old painting.
The painting we wanted had to be close to the frescoes of the Middle Ages by the style, we
recalled Giotto, Castagna, Orcagna and other old masters. It was a period of “storm and impact”
for us, as at the rush of “romanticists”. We considered that a theme, whatever it would be in
reality, becomes “acute” for sure if it was made acutely. It was necessary to achieve this
acuteness of painting. But we also knew that the most acute theme becomes nothing if the
painting is bad. We were considering then that it is necessary to master the language of
painting first and then anything, whatever a painter choused, would appear magnificent being
painted magnificently. In a real masterpiece of art “what” and “how” are inseparably grown into
each other. The concept, the idea of the thing has to prompt to the painter the method of its
realization. -

-Since the time of its foundation our group had no intention to “shock” the bourgeois, as they
say now. We didn’t think then but about the painting, the tasks we had to resolve. The
“Ideology” had come later, when after the division at 1912 – 1913, the “Jack of the Diamonds”
began conducting the disputes at the Polytechnic Museum and the “futurists” had joined our
group. The matter is that at the very foundation of “Jack of Diamonds” our attitudes to the art
were different. The splendid artistic gifts of Larionov and Goncharova surely made them our
allies, but there were great differences in our attitudes to the art: Mashkov, Kuprin, Lentulov and
me – we were devoted to the painting with a kind of youthful passion and thoughtlessness, with
the uttermost disinterest in financial sense. And the Larionov’s group even then already
dreamed of glory, popularity, they wanted the sensation, the scandal. That is why the split
among us had occurred so quickly: after they had left the “Jack of Diamonds”, Larionov,
Goncharova and others formed more “left” association – “The Donkey Tail”. -

-It is often said about the “revolutionism” of the “Jack of Diamonds”, but this word, I think,
confuses all because it has a certain political sense. We certainly did not think of revolution in
political sense at that time. We thought we are doing only the revolution in the painting. There
were, certainly, lots of youthful inclinations, extremes, but all of them have passed, and
remained only what was valuable, necessary, that we tried to achieve – the good painting.
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Now we are accused for absence of the thematic, but they cannot deny the quality of our
painting, and that is the essence, for without of high quality there is no real painting at all, and
especially – the thematic painting. That is my point of view. -

-I wrote Yakulov’s portrait (“Portrait of artist Yakulov Georgy Bogdanovich”1910) being in a kind
of victorious mood, I felt myself to be so strong in painting after Spain. In this portrait, in the
most open, barefaced form, I wished to oppose prettiness and smoothness, beloved by many
artists, with “something” that is considered ugly in the general opinion, but actually is extremely
beautiful. I wished to show the beauty and picturesque power of this imaginary “ugliness”, to
show the essence of Yakulov’s character. Benua had learned somehow about this portrait,
arrived to my studio and had persuaded to show the portrait at the nearest exhibition of «The
World of Art» before it will be exposed in «The Jack of Diamonds». I had brought the portrait to
the exhibition, but it appeared very difficult to find a place for it: the perspective of neighborhood
of such a «scarecrow» frightened all the painters. I said – “Hang it up wherever you want. I don’t
care.” There was Serov at the exhibition, but his attitude towards me had grown cold at some
certain moment and he liked the painting of Mashkov better. Serov smiled and said – “Well, you
may care it not, and what about the others?” I had lost my temper and asked him directly – “Do
you like it, Valentine Alexandrovich?” And I remember that I was surprised with the sincerity of
his answer – “Yes, I do. I like it very much.” I was astonished even more because Ostroukhov,
who also was there, being asked the same question had maliciously hissed eyeing me through
the glasses – “Yes, I like it.” But the newspaper critics, certainly, were of absolutely other
opinion: they named my “Yakulov” “a victim of a car crush”. One “witty” off the spectators had
directly written under the portrait on the wall – “fool”. It all was so frankly and simply then. -

-I have noticed in Siena (1912) that people sometimes are taking sit in the Italian room for some
reason as if they pose for a fresco. The life itself has suggested to me this circular, fresco
construction for the portrait made in Siena (“A family portrait” 1912). The circularity of
composition, its spatiality is precisely emphasized here by a door with a ladder behind my wife,
in the highest point of the semicircle. That monumentality of composition of the portrait is also
given by Siena. In the color decision I kept to the primitive simplified tones. All is immensely
simplified in frescoes as well, though the images represented in them quite often seem
absolutely alive.

I remember how I was pleased by a small “discovery” made in the portrait in Siena: ones, I have
casually put a chair in front of the canvas which stood on the floor, at a wall, and it has
appeared, that a chair simply “grown” into the picture, merged with it, despite the simplified
nature of forms of the picture. I have tried to put other things in front of the portrait – the same
effect, and they merged with canvas. So the secret of the “real” painting, by its qualities
opposite to the naturalistic illusiveness, had been opened for me. This “secret” gave me the new
strength and new courage, showing me new qualities of the painting which were far from
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impressionism. -

-The problem of labels had become just the chasing one for me after that occurrence with a
chair in Siena. The matter is that any label entered into a work of art, forces the painter to raise
the painting tone terribly, to achieve its uttermost reality, working with the synthesis of the color
only, having absolutely switched off any emotion of the painter, any pictorial environment.

Well, I made those labels out off the pleasure to argue the reality, to achieve a tangible transfer
of the real existence of subjects, without falling into extreme margins of naturalism; by no
means was it done for the amazement of the spectators. I needed it only for myself, for my art,
without it I could not move forward. That is the matter. And I did not think of the spectators at all
at that period. -

-That (the cubism) I needed for to seize completely the art of extracting out of nature the most
characteristic, essential, to learn arranging a composition and finally to be quit with the traditions
of pictorial naturalism. I knew in advance that I should be cursed, and nevertheless I went on
exhibitions. I did so because it was interesting to learn the opinion and estimation of colleagues
– the explorers as myself and of the people acutely feeling the painting. It was necessary to
suffer all the rest patiently. -

-Valloton had noticed very acutely the national, “Slavic” character of my painting, which then
had a reputation of pure French in Moscow. And certainly it could not be otherwise: I could be
considered a “Frenchman” only in accordance to the Moscow point of view. Real Frenchmen
understand me because I am working using French methods of painting, but I will always
remain a Slav for them and even “barbarian” on the colour, as the French critics wrote. -

-As I consider, the Barbisonians are, in essence, a branch of Old Dutch landscape painting. In
the famous “Road in Middel-Garnis” by Hobbem at London Gallery all Barbisonian School is
already represented. But Barbisonian painting is more acute then that of Dutch for they
developed only one branch of the comprehensive Dutch landscape. And we, the modern
landscape writers develop even smaller part of the landscape then Barbisonians did, because
we are the analysts, we toil our own road and use our own methods. -

-The “Samovar” which is in Paris, I consider the strongest of my still lives of that year. I have
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resolved a very special problem in it. Any shine can be transferred by two ways in painting:
either by gradation of the treatment of light and shade, or by decomposition on the plane of all
color shades of a shining subject. The task is not easy but if I managed logically enough to
compose all shades of colors, the impression of metal, glass or anything else shining that is
wanted would be well transferred. There would not be any illusion, any deceit, but the reality of
the subject would be plainly seen.

I was absorbed by it then, and that was the reason that I liked writing metal, crystal or porcelain.
I dreamed even to write some jewel having decomposed it on the plane. -

-I definitely would like then (in “Agaves” 1916), to process carefully the surface of a canvas. The
value of the texture in painting was, certainly, clear to me ever before. I always admired, for
example, Renoir’s texture, and the texture of Titian even was specially studied, but the
problems of the kind were not arisen yet because there were other, more essential problems.
The care of the texture can arise for an artist only when its painting manner has already
ripened, and as to me, it had occurred only in 1916.

I especially carefully prepared the canvas for “Agaves”, and aspired in painting, that the texture
of the surface would transfer external properties of subjects: chalky whiteness of a paper leaf,
leaves of an agaves filled with juice up to resilience, oiliness of the polished wood. The
technique of the painting here also was extraordinary to me: I wrote on semidry, ran to the
lessenings, used a lot of varnish. But after “Agaves” I almost could not get off of the questions of
texture, whatever I wrote. The care of a surface became one of components of my manner. -

-The greatest and most valuable thing in a work of art is its conception. If the time for realization
of the conception is lost – all is lost. Pushkin often said that sometimes it happened to him that
there had been born some finest idea for the poetry but there was no opportunity to write it
down and it faded away. The realization of a conception has absolutely logical nature and is to
be fulfilled in the due moment, or never. The moment is dropped – there is no product or it is
spoiled, “cooled”…

There are some who think that I work hastily and write too much to the detriment of myself. It’s a
mistake. I write much just because I have lots of artistic ideas, because they are born
continuously and demand the realization and after all I have no employment but the painting. I
hurry up only when I feel that the moment has come for realization of the idea. Then, for sure,
there can be no delay. Many a time I have proved it by experience: if there were any delay, I
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always remained in loss as an artist. That is why if only I feel that I may be late, miss the
moment, I have to leave all other things even if I had a desire to go to the premiere at the
theater or a concert or anywhere else. I am sure that any artist has to act so. An artist has to get
accustomed to leave everything for the sake of the painting, to be ruthless in this sense. That is
why I could not work as it is due, as I need and as I have got used to, when I was at the military
service and during my professorship. The painting as a hobby is not art. -

-By the end of the military service I had instinctively felt that the ways in painting I had planned
to explore, had already been passed by and left behind, and now it was time to search for some
others – new ones. It seemed that close dialog with the Nature would show this new way, and
with this hope we went to Crimea for the first time in our lives. The nature of Crimea in its
pictorial aspect was absolutely dim for me, but I hoped to conquer it as I had conquered the
seaside nature of the South of France – by the emotional effort of the will and on the basis of
available and well-tried pictorial methods of impression. But Crimea had not let me in, was not
perceived, did not keep within my schemes. It became quite clear, that the methods of painting
already learned up were not sufficient. It confused me when I firstly realized the problem, but
having thought it all over, I came to conclusion that it could not be otherwise.

While an artist works out of Nature, his impressions are fresh, interesting, his painting is new
and significant. But as soon as he approaches the Nature haughtily, feeling as if he is a
conqueror, ennobling himself above the Nature, then the Art dies.

So it happened with me: the painful but very useful lesson I have received from Crimea. Having
returned from there and being finely quit with the military uniform, I nestled to the Nature as a
diligent pupil and then the Crimean feeling of a deadlock had quickly disappeared. -

-While learning the art of Great Old Masters at the museums and art galleries, I always was
stricken by the extraordinary vitality of their expression. Sometimes, looking at an image of a
feast, say of Verona school, with its crowd blossoming with the colors of attires; it seems to be
alive in such a degree that almost moves on the canvas. Then one looks at the monocolored,
dim figures of the visitors and is amazed: they are the same people, the same crowd that is on
the canvas. The bounds between the Nature and its image are erased. The achievement of
such force of impression in the painting is the most difficult problem and a goal of each painter.
That is my “credo”.

And in that portrait (“A Family Portrait” of 1917) while drawing my daughter’s figure I felt like
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throwing a challenge to the life itself. Another matter is how much I succeed in it, but that was
what I wanted. I enjoyed the feeling that I am plaiting a real plait of the living person when I
wrote a plait of my daughter in the portrait. Enjoyed the thought that by means of the nut-color
paint it is possible to braid quite real plait, to braid it so, that living hair will be felt in it of the
person alive… Such work gives an artist the happiest minutes in his life. The realization that a
human life is placed among other subjects is a feeling of cosmic nature, and ones being
achieved, it is difficult to be forgotten. -

-The “Violinist” (portrait of the violinist Romashkov of 1918) had seemed to me staying apart of
the general course of my painting, something quite unusual. Until then, I was quite absorbed
with the substantial appearance of the nature, its “flesh”, but while I worked over my “Violinist” it
was for me even disgusting to think of flesh, bones, a human skeleton; I had desired so much it
all to be inspired, free of substance and terrestrial flesh. I don’t know, whether so it was actually,
but it seems to me that this inspiration came due to music, due to its marvelous mathematics
and logic with which Bach is so strong. The mathematics of Bach took a grasp on me and
carried me away to some spiritual rise, under influence of which, it seems that the artist works
absolutely unconsciously, without knowing how it all goes, but in reality, those are the moments
when the artist possess improbably clear consciousness of what he should do.

Clearly feeling the mathematics and geometry in Bach’s music I wished to construct the portrait
as a kind of geometrical figure. Musical sounds somehow transformed themselves into the
painted planes on a canvas; the most insignificant musical hints opened the deepest truths of
painting …But I was not in euphoria during the work; on the contrary, there was cold and clear
consciousness of what I would have done, I had quite certain purposes and worked fearlessly.

It is not easy to believe, but the “Violinist” had been written during one session. I saw perfectly
that the thing is not “made”, not finished, even on the canvas were places which had not been
covered with the paints, but it seemed to me that the picture already gives to the spectator all
impression that was needed, so I decided to stop the work. To say the truth, I was terrified to
continue writing at a thought that the inspiration already achieved could suffer if the painting
were more complete, that the painting could take the better on impression. Now, recollecting
how fast and fearless I had worked over this portrait, I feel quite sure that, in aspect of creativity,
it is mature, finished and does not need any amendments or additions.

Working over this portrait I have received a new lesson of art of treating the nature: when one
simply draws from life, he generally does only muscular, physiological efforts, but trying to
comprehend the nature as a kind of mathematical formula and transfer it so, one gets to the
impression infinitely alive, strongly exiting both an artist and a spectator…-
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-I noticed that I have certain similarities in receptions of music and nature, so closely they are
combined in my soul. It happens sometimes that hearing the music effects in me the new
pictorial conceptions amazingly logical, bright, and full of beauty. For me the musical phrase,
especially when it belongs to Bach, emphasizes the nature. And it’s due to the Bach’s
mathematics that I wish to be rather economical in the means of pictorial expression. The
achievement of the pure simplicity, so necessary to the real art, comes only through that
mathematics. This process is subconscious and I cannot tell you about it but nevertheless it is
so. And in the real art it couldn’t be otherwise. -

-In my Abramtzevo oaks there is still, certainly, a coherence of painting to Cezanne’s methods,
which I have got used to work with and to which I felt the relationship. But my attitude to the
nature now was another. Passionate was my desire to create a living landscape, in which the
trees would not stick up being simply stuck into the ground, as it often should be seen in
modern painting, but logically grow from the depths of the ground, as those of old masters. The
spectator could feel their roots. And for this purpose it was necessary first of all to construct
logically each tree, as they construct the building, from the base up to the roof, from the roots,
which had deeply grown into the ground up to the foliage of tops. And I was surprised very
much ones when I learned that the buildings have “roots” too: the well known to me tower in
Siena has its “roots” protecting it from the earthquakes. Before I had started working, had finely
defined the place, I wandered for long all through the grove, watching and learning the details.
Learning the details I didn’t mean to transfer them all onto the canvas but to comprehend the
logic of structure of branches and trunks, to see a composition in their “mess”, as Alexander
Ivanov in his time managed to comprehend the Italian olive trees, making a kind of phenomenal
“noodles” out of them, though quite true to the nature. I had to find a rhythm in this mess, to
overhear and fix in the mathematical forms the melody of this imaginary mess, but I had as well
to keep strictly the accuracy of proportions. Let me again to refer to Ivanov: the leaves in his
etudes – in his olive trees for example – are always given in true proportion to the trunks, such
was his skill of seeing the things… The most important in a wood landscape for me is a
silhouette of a tree against the sky, a silhouette of its branches. Old great masters could
perfectly do such things, but imitators have turned the fine method into a “trick” of craft and I
was forced against my will to go through the nature to classics as Cezanne taught. -

-Buy the way; I’d like to say on the methods – technique of painting. All of us – artists, certainly
are formal to a certain degree, but there is a formality of highest quality of painting, formality
showing skill and resource of an artist, and there is another kind of formality – the mere “trick”,
pictorial “chatter” of bad taste. A real method, skillfully found in the nature is such formality,
which makes a spectator to submit, even if he sees and feels that formality. And an acute
spectator will always feel the “tricks” and well define their force, which is rejecting the art.
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A real “technique” is a stroke of brush completely and precisely expressing the form, but if there
were any mistake in it, then instead of the technique we get a bad formality, just nothing… It is
possible to say – and some says – It is pure “formalism”. But it is not correct; “formalism” is not
there. Any healthy substance may be turn to a malady, being overused or used without skill.
There, surely, is no painting without perfect forms, without high formal qualities of a product of
art. However, if a callous transfer of a form is the only purpose of ones painting, then it is a bad
painting, it is an abusing the form, it is a real “formalism”, more (at the best) a school exercise
then a work of art. But if the form in the painting serves as a means of expression of an artistic
emotion, of a certain contents, of an inspirited plan of an artist, then is it possible to deny the
necessity of the most careful studying and uttermost possession of such form? -

-The formal side of Suricov’s creativity was very strong – if you need an example, and is he not
an inspired master whose works are filled with psychological contents? But the “formalism” as a
skill of seeing and seizing the form was improbably strong at him. He is enormous as a master
in his highest displays. And his grander is due to the possession of the form, to the deepest
knowledge of it. Surikov loved dearly that pictorial naturalism in art, which is so strong
expressed at the Old Masters, especially at Raphael, where it gets to the great refinement, even
to admiration for the form. At Raphael you will not find the attributes of monotony as at Rubens
for example. Rubens was not so sharp-sighted; he was not able to track out the pure truth. And
an artist, after all, has to take of nature only the pure truth. It is due to see not only an
appearance, but the phenomena itself, to comprehend the essential. It is a pleasure to write
from life when one has seen and understood the real forms of the nature. Rafael was
immensely strong in comprehension and fixing the forms.

The same is in other branches; Pushkin had an enormously strong feeling of a form; all is so
perfectly made, the form and the contents are undividedly united at him. This – what a real,
great, complete Art is; the form and contents there are always merged.-

-Let us turn back to the Abramtzevo grove. The conception of a landscape took its beginning
from downward – from the roots, or from upward – from the tops of trees. The basic, leading
masses of colors were all thoroughly tracked down, especially in autumn landscapes, there it is
necessary to find the brightest, leading spot or it would be impossible to construct the
landscape. The essence in the painting, as well as in any other art, is in the selection. It is
possible to write a wood so that all trunks and branches of trees will be seen there, but it may as
well be shown in great plans, to give only one trunk, only one branch, but a spectator will see a
whole wood. The things shown too close to the nature sometimes are not similar to it absolutely.
Surikov often said – “It is necessary to sacrifice such a lot of details!”
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One should not take all he sees, it is necessary to generalize and select. Tolstoy reasonably
said – “They take for a work of art only what is going down the fur, what is going against the fur,
is to be thrown away.” The “fur” here is, of course an artistic conception, which manages all
process of selection. -

-The intimacy of landscape being not expressed in mature forms is, in my opinion just a cheap
trick, and at my earlier years I was afraid of it. It could deform the very method of seeing the
nature, turn me away from the true ways. But now I felt strong enough to express even my
intimate conception in pictorial forms, which I considered true, original and capable to be filled
with contents… The word “contents” for us – artists, has to mean, first of all the pictorial
contents, pictorial sense of a product. An artist is the one who can explore the world and there,
in this endless cosmos, can find something new, investigate and express it. And this very
discovery constitutes the contents. -

-“Portrait” is very complex and diverse kind of painting. But the matter here is what an artist
chooses: psychology or an artistic image, the last should mean an absolutely indissoluble
connection of psychology and pictorial form, such connection where psychology quite merges
with the form. The modern portrait contains a great deal of psychological expression. Such are
the portraits made by Repin, Serov, Tzorn…. But the creativity of Old Masters is filled with the
artistic images mainly; we see such expression at Titian, Raphael and so on. The artistic image
certainly, must be quite realistic, but never naturalistic. As an example let us take a human body
depicted by Titian. It lives its own, particular life, because the artist does not follow the nature
slavishly; he generalizes the forms, as it is needed, sees, perhaps, the whole humanity in one
human being, as the ancient Hellenic sculptors saw it. It is from their marbles, that the forms
come of the Venuses and Diana by Titian. And in my opinion, it should constitute the main goal
of the art, even of completely thematic art. A theme would rise above a mere illustration and get
a long-lasting value if an artist could find the high artistic images for it, if he could distinguish,
like Shakespeare did, the eternally human among temporary and passing…

I generally don’t like representing a person in his domestic life in a portrait, but I always aspire
to distinguish his personal style, and to find there some universally human traits, because I don’t
care for the external similarity – I care for artistry of an image. It is universally human, that I
search in originals of my portraits. And in this search I have my support in creativity of great
masters of Renaissance who were able to create eternally attractive portraits of absolutely
unknown to us people. Surikov said not without reason – One can find the Greek beauty even in
a skeleton. And this beauty we have to search in a portrait if we understand it as a work of art,
not as a mere recollection about a person, being told in the language of painting. -
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- Certainly, form and color exist everywhere under the same rules, but it does not mean that in
the painting it is possible to estimate a human being as some subject for a still life: say a bottle
etc. And it is very strange to me to hear the charges that my portraits are similar to the still lives.
My portraits may be imperfect, even bad as a painting, but it does not come from my present
attitude to a person from the point of view of “subject being” of all in the nature. It had ended in
1918, when I wrote my “Violinist”. In the portraits written before that, indeed, I searched the
likeness to the still life, “subject being”, because I searched it everywhere then. But as to the
portraits written after revolution, such charge is unreasonable, radically contradict my
understanding of the art of painting. If I were accused of absence of “Serov’s” psychological,
searches of character of a person, it would be true, and I should accept such charge…-

- The portrait of 1923 (“The Portrait of Artist and his Wife” 1923, – K. F.) I had been thinking
about, and then writing, for a very long time. It would be desirable, that there were no brightness
of paints in it, that it all were sated with tones and treatment of light and shades. This time I
wanted not “to do” a subject, not to transfer the attributes of its “substantial being”, but “to write”
it, to insert a subject into its environment in the picture. The composition was arranged with
difficulty, especially the position of hands, and it took a long time until finely they were settled
down similarly to an “eight”. By chance, my own face was written at once, but I was forced to
work long on the image of my wife. As the entire portrait should have a uniform color decision,
my wife had put on a special dress, made by my design: a black velvet corsage and sleeves of
the color of bronze. The velvet was written in a complex composition of many paints, up to
Indian yellow. And in general I have worked a lot on processing the texture of this canvas, much
more, than in “Agaves”. There were the dangerous moments during the work: written before
was almost spoiled, sometimes I was forced to drop the work, to doubt the future and my forces,
my ability to master the problem… This portrait had taken much, too much! -

- I painted from Tintoretto as from nature (during a stay in Italy at 1924) and only then I had
understood how immensely full of life his painting is in its every piece. I recollect how I was
stricken with the figures of warriors playing dice, in his “Golgotha”. And I had made a quick
sketch of the structure of this group. Later, quite accidentally, I had seen the sketch of Tintoretto
to this group, among his drawings, and I blushed with pleasure that I had luck to guess an
artistic conception of this incomparable master. -

The author had been excited with the nature during his stay in Sorrento at 1924.

- Such moments are always for good to ones soul, though I don’t consider them so very
profitable for the development of personal creativity of an artist. It was for me the time of
somnolence and dreams after deep spiritual worries of the war and revolution, time of the
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spiritual rise leaving its trace in all further work, charging for the years with joy and vivacity. But
an artist cannot breathe rarefied air of such heights for long – he has got used to work in a
valley, he always needs the uttermost internal balance for real advance, and here the balance
was surely lost. -

- I left Venice with sadness (1924). It had been wrote by so many painters, saying nothing but of
ancient times: Carpaccio, Gentille, Bellini, Bassano, Longhi, Canaletto, Guardi, Belloto, and
each of them had Venice of his own, and all of them had depicted true Venice. I do regret now
that during that time I was grasped by the current of some “thoughtless” painting, and did not
put to myself any problems of analytical order. Though we had been to Venice not for long then,
I could catch nevertheless a particle of its soul….But yes; it was a happy travel, full of
pleasures. -

- All the works that I had brought had a success and were favored by public, but they did not
satisfy me. They would be stronger if I were not so captured, enslaved by perfect beauty of all
that is visible. Though, this “capture” had warmed my painting, sated it with emotions, still I don’t
like, that while writing these pictures, I didn’t quite possess myself, and I think, it is bad for an
artist. When an artist loses self-control during the work, the quality of his painting decreases,
because the most important part of the art of any artist – the search of ones own style –
disappears. In my pre-war works I am full of extremes, I am hyperbolic sometimes, but all of
these comes just because then I searched my style in rigidity, roughness and in simplicity. My
favorite great writers all are stylists and masters of the greatest simplicity – Shakespeare,
Goethe, Pushkin, Byron… -

- Certainly, if an artist wishes to get a cheap popularity, he should go to compromises to the
tastes of the consumers. I find such compromises at many; for example, I see them at
Tchaikovsky. But there are no such compromises at Bach or Beethoven; they did not need them
because they were giants in art. You will not find such compromises at Shakespeare or at great
masters of Renaissance because they possessed really high style.

And what about us – it is another matter. We have to watch our mistakes constantly and
sharp-sightedly and especially the mistakes on decrease of the quality of painting to naturalism.
It is necessary to correct these mistakes constantly, not to forget ones place… Sometimes I
curse myself that I lose self-control and the nature takes better on me. Then I write as I did in
Italy – naturalistic. My Italian works are sinking. And such things happen almost any time I fall in
love with nature too much. Though it gives artist fame, popularity, makes him related with the
spectators – all is welcome and even necessary –but all this is not to be bought for the price too
high, if one loves the art. In fact it means eventually, to deform the beauty of nature, to
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substitute the eternal in it for passing, to feed a spectator with boiled down food as a sick
person. At all my temperament, there lives a great internal steadiness in me, and consequently I
wish to be “boiling” only at the moment of perception, but by all means to get “frozen” during the
creative embodiment… That is the reason that I still love my pre-war painting, the painting of
times of the intense searches. Certainly, I know but too well that these things are far from
perfection, because they yet don’t express all my desires and all my artistic will. And to the
Italian works of 1924 I am rather cold, because there is no my artistic will in them at all. -

- Leaving Paris (1925), I had had a little bit frightening notice – the painting of some French
artists had somehow degraded after the year of 1908, compromising to the consumers’ tastes.
But French masters have managed even at this decrease to keep the stylistic qualities of their
painting, and I have absolutely lost them in Italy. The example of the French artists showed, that
the interests of public could be observed even without serious losses for stylistic features of
painting. But I was not able to this then, that is why there was no other decision except for
return to the analytical painting, to try working with the same cold consciousness with which a
surgeon carries out an operation, ruthlessly rejecting everything “entertaining”, superfluous,
which often turns the painters off their way and, among them, I am not an exception. -

- What had happened to me at my first arrival to Novgorod (1925) was just a repetition of the
Italian case. Here again I was defeated by the nature to such degree that I almost lost that
special state of mind, which is absolutely necessary at work. I almost didn’t know our country,
was in so a little degree interested with it before! Well, the more I was impressed with it now,
with its special warmth, original, quite Russian beauty. This “capture”, surely had effected in my
painting. The late Lunacharsky had written very reasonable that my Novgorod “buildings” are
real “creatures alive”. But it sounded for me not at all as praise – more likely it was a reprimand
of my pliability, reproach for my withdrawal from the positions of real painting. But I had no
strength to resist. At all their stylization and formality, the church Novgorod frescoes stunned
with their vitality and native color-scale. There were repeated all circumstances of Siena: one
comes to Novgorod church at some market place and sees around him the same “prelates”, the
same faces, sometimes even the same expressions…It was so exciting that I had written then a
large canvas of genre – “Novgorodians”. There was an old Russian tavern in the “Buianova”
street in Novgorod, I wrote “Novgorodians” there at the hours when the tavern was locked. And I
could not help “overloading” the canvas, because picturesque charm of the subject heavily fell
on me and eclipsed my artistic consciousness…

Only at the termination of our stay in Novgorod my consciousness began to clear up little by
little, but it already was time to think about departure. However I had decided firmly to return
there again next summer…. -
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- It was spoken a lot about this portrait (“Portrait of N. P. Konchalovskaia, – the artist’s daughter”
1925 – K. F.), they even mentioned Natasha Rostova of the “War and Peace” by Leo Tolstoy,
though I was quite absorbed by one thought while working – to transfer the shine of the silk the
better, and I thought of nothing else…

There are such moments in artist’s life when it seems that something new is already found, but
when the work has been started, one sees that there’s nothing found at all. But sometimes it
happens that, on the contrary – one thinks he is working on the problem and is far from its
decision, but the work appears to be quite complete…

The ways of art creativity but too little and poorly are known to us. -

- In the «Returning from the Fair» 1926 –(K. F.) I had a conception to impregnate with
movement all: the sky with running clouds; the smooth surface of the lake cut around by sailing
vessels; the running horses, and the movement of a cart. My desire to transfer real dynamics
was so strong that, I even ran near a rushing cart to catch a notion how horse’s legs are settling
onto the ground during the run. I have done a special etude of a shaft to seize its line more truly,
though I have a good art memory. The theme grasped me so that I couldn’t help falling into
absolutely unnecessary naturalism: I even tried to depict the dust from under the wheels for
example, where I had only to take the wheels in the essence of their movement so that the
spectator could see how they are raising the dust. In the real painting, as well as in any real art,
there always should be an innuendo, some work should be given for the eyes and brain of a
spectator, or it will be boring; instead of a work of art there will be a report. But I have forgotten
all of this during the work, and I was taken too much by the faces, and by the cart, and the
harness. And as a result I didn’t get the purpose, was absolutely beaten off from fresco style.

I am reproached for absence of a theme, but it is not less bad when a theme too heavily leans
and crushes under its weight the painter. One should keep a devilish balance inside to do the
real painting. -

- I had not even the least intension of course, to glorify the monasticism (“At Yuri Cathedral” –
1926), which I was reproached for. In this case I was just strongly interested by human “duality”
– that great change which is made in the image of a person by fulfillment of a work he is in. I
had been interested by it since my “Violinist” of 1918, though I had shown there only one side –
Romashkov transformed by music, – the second part of the task – Romashkov apart of music, –
Konenkov had fulfilled in his sculpture instead of me. Now, being attracted by picturesqueness
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of conditions, I have decided to show both aspects of this person I had observed. It was
especially tempting that being clothed in forms various and very interesting for painting, they
demanded absolutely different approaches, special flexibility. -

- As every thing that I write, I begin a landscape with a sketch, sometimes even with several of
them. When I see a piece of nature interesting for me, I see the whole thing at once; I see and
feel how I should “arrange” a landscape. I never could just “take” what I saw, acting as a
photographer; there is no art without composition – it would be a naked naturalism then, which I
consider the sworn enemy of art, the most infectious malady of it. The primary perception of the
nature inevitably includes my reflections on the pictorial impression, which should be given by
that landscape. The process of overcoming of the reality, comprehension of all that is casual
and impeding begins at that moment, and there starts that concentration of the visible which
creates the basis of a work of art. At the same time the basic combinations of tones are being
found out, and the leading tune of color with the accompanying it melodies are defined. This
intellectual process of visual perception is reflected in the sketches, though sometimes not at
once – it takes several tries. This is the first stage of a work, and always of an enormous value
for me. The sketch has to contain the brightest, and the strongest image, which is the great aid
while a work goes on. It happens that working on the nature, I overload a canvas and have to
return to the first impression – to the image in the sketch.

The second stage of my work is not at the nature; it goes on in the studio only. I put a canvas
upon the stretcher frame, most frequently leaving some reserves of canvas in its length and
width, for it is improbably difficult to distinguish the true, necessary limits of a composition in the
sketch, and I estimate them as a thing of great importance. Sometimes I even have to sew up
an addition to a canvas because of the composition, and the reserves are used very often. I
transfer the entire contour from a sketch upon this canvas. As a rule I don’t use the method
blessed by tradition of ruling a canvas and a sketch on columns, but transfer the contours
roughly. This is the reason, that I very often have a need for some reserves of canvas put onto
the stretcher frame just to increase the size of a canvas easily if composition would need it. At
the transferring the contours onto a canvas I almost have no differences with the sketch, except
for the cases of compositional mistakes defined at increasing the sizes.

Then I cover a canvas with paints according visual perception, on the basis of the leading tones,
which had been defined in the sketch. This covering is a very important moment too. As I think,
each work has to be almost finished as a work of art since the first covering. The painting has to
produce a thing at any time so that no question would arise – “finished” or “not finished”. The
task is so difficult that the fulfillment of it is not always reached – far from it. But one has to work
hard as Ivanov did in his etudes. He had an unbelievable skill: as soon as he covered a
landscape with paints, it had been already finished. The work of art had been born at him by the
first touch to the canvas, by the first spot of paint. Well, he worked much on the details to finish
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a work then, but it was due to the epoch, which demanded the work to be “finished”. If he would
not “finish” his works, he’d be quite as one of the contemporary artists. -

- When the canvas covered with paints is ready, there comes the third – solving stage: a travel
to the nature with the canvas, the work at life. Any serious alterations are seldom at this work.
Certainly the misses are to be filled in, but the first painting of the canvas as a rule, is true in the
basis, because it was directed by conscious perception of the nature, which dictates as well the
order of relations of color and volume. There are, certainly, such cases that I “overeat” the
nature even then, as it was in Italy or Novgorod, but these are such infringements of “rules”
which any artist always has to struggle with. The work at nature goes variously with me: at
some cases I am forced to return to the same place several times, but at other times it happens
that several hours are enough to complete all, even at rather large canvas… Here is the typical
“creative” history of my landscapes, though certainly, there are variants in the details. -

- The artist’s entire life should be one indivisible chain of observations and impressions. He
always must look around, endlessly trying to see something new. We have to learn this skill of
seeing at old masters. For example, Titian could open real miracles of painting, sometimes
among such trifles of usual everyday life as striped pillows etc… It is necessary to look at
everything alive and real again and again, looking for the heroic and pathos in the most
ordinary. One can watch and learn everywhere, even in a tram, the matter is how to watch: one
can try hard though seeing nothing but Vladimir Makovsky’s images, but if one watches as it is
due then it is possible to see the faces of Benoccio Goccioly, or even some ideal of Hellenistic
form…. Greeks never thought on improvement or decoration of the nature, they just saw it
perfectly. And if one, having never watched the nature properly, begins to decorate it and make
“improvements”, he takes risk to move down to the level of some sugary and slippery Canova.

If I knew before, what I know about the painting now, I’d be on my guard and keep all the valves
of perception wide open. Such attitude should be brought up in an artist since his youth.

The mistake is common: we postpone everything, we think that we have time enough, we’ll
make it out, we’ll write it later…, but an artist should be ready to work at any minute, then there
will begin a real enrichment and a real art…. -

- We have ridden the horses all Military-Georgian Road from Vladikavkaz (the travel to
Caucasus in 1927). And since Kazbek I have felt myself as if I were in some antique-patriarchal
country, absolutely new and terribly interesting world. Pushkin, his Caucasian poetic images
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and definitions, has much helped me with solving Caucasus. And in the painting, I’d like to
approach Pushkin’s completeness, simplicity and musicality. -

- “Shoeing of a Buffalo” (1927) is a result of my Caucasian impressions. You will find there
nothing of Pushkin, nothing written under influence. I wandered from smithy to smithy, watched
the buffalo shoeing and what appliances they arrange for shoeing. Shoeing of a buffalo is a very
difficult and dangerous job, almost as dangerous as a bullfight; if the buffalo would break off its
ties then the smiths should scatter just as the participants of a bullfight. I made lots of sketches
in pencil and in watercolor. The composition being given by the nature, I had to invent nothing
there. It was difficult to write for I had to avoid the genre painting, or it would have some air of
ethnography, of tourist’s picture, and that is what I am always much afraid of in the art. -

- This (a naked body) is absolutely endless theme for me. I always watched and still am
watching people at bathing. Sometimes it happens that I see quite a Greek vision – as if the
nymphs and Acteon… And the bathing of horses I do like; even at the war I watched with great
interest how our gunners bathe the horses, both at Volkhov and at Caucasus, they laid the
horses straight into water there. It is terribly interesting… And the cavalrymen bathing the
horses were especially attractive for me: their faces are always bronze and the bodies are
absolutely white. There is a kind of charm in it: It means that they are men of business, they
have no time to sunbathe, to be idle in the sun. -

- I had decided to write a bathing of horses (“Cavalry bathing” – 1928) in 1925, being in Paris,
and I had written the first etude then. Later, when Revvoensovet (Revolutionary Military Council)
began ordering pictures to the artists for celebration of the decade of Red Army, I was offered to
write the “tachanki” (a kind of military cart armed with a machine gun). I refused to write the
“tachanki”, but I said that I have my own military theme, and I will write it anyway – be it
approved or not, but, if the thing might be useful for the exhibition I’ll work on it more vigorously.
And I asked for a permission to work in the cavalry unit. The permission obtained – the work
started “boiling”: tens of times I asked the cavalrymen to be undressed in their barracks –
looked for the human types that I needed, ordered the horses to be shown out – looked for the
models too. I even asked to make the horses to rear up, to make my etudes. At that time I was
attending the Fine Arts Museum where I studied the copies of Parthenon friezes, and
simultaneously, I was making sketches of athletes in the gymnasium of Vkhutein, watched the
volleyball players. In winter of 1927 I started to arrange the composition in coal on a canvas of
12 square meters and it appeared too small – the plot demanded greater area. Still I decided to
keep the thing as an etude. Later, when I went to Caucasus, I continually thought about this
work. Every time while writing the water, I was asking miself if it might be useful for my
“Bathing”. -
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- It would be better to shift the composition to the right (in the picture “At the Ilmen Lake” – K.F.),
then, two girls-fishers, that I saw at the place, would appear in the picture. They had had such
energetic rhythm as sometimes archangels have at the ancient frescoes. The entire canvas
would obtain another sense and meaning then…. Yes, the composition is the basis, the soul of
each work of art, because the composition covers up all its parts and brings them to the unity.
What a pity it is that our artistic youths sometimes neglect especially the compositional aspects,
and by that completely ruin their works…. I am convinced that the idea of composition is always
given by the reality itself. And when one lets this, given by nature composition pass through
him, he sees that it is terribly precise, it is much higher then any rearrangement invented by
artist. It is a mistake to think that it is possible to arrange a composition better than nature; one
needs just to analyze completely what he sees to get the comprehension of the perfection of
natural composition. Ones it happened, that a man of experience in the art examined one of my
works and said – “Well, confess, you have rearranged something in the composition.” -Though
the canvas followed the nature precisely. -

- The nature often forces us to return to its original composition after our efforts to “make”
composition had proved to be unsuccessful. One just has to comprehend carefully and
constantly what he sees…. Analyzing the nature, it is surely possible to find there the things
absolutely correct by form, but disgusting in essence. Surikov loved dearly the things he wrote;
he saw them perfectly and transferred them with care and tenderness, but, for example, the
same things wrote by Constantine Makovsky are looking muck and sham. The matter is in the
painter and his comprehension of the nature; the mistakes in the pictorial comprehension are
irremediable – no skill of painting can correct them and the false note will always be perceived. -

- I like my “Hercules” very much (“Hercules and Omfala” – 1928) by many reasons. There are
the signs of real style there: the simplicity of conception and performance, abstemiousness of
colors and the absence of that “sensibility” which is very difficult to avoid at such themes…. By
the way, I have shown the “Hercules” to the same milk-seller who had estimated the “Bathing of
Red Cavalry”. It was interesting, how she would understand the plot so alien for her. Certainly, I
have told to her the contents of the antique myth, and in the answer she said a Russian
proverb: “If a claw has stuck – the entire birdie is lost”. The terrible athlete Hercules has
unexpectedly turned into a “birdie”, but the contents and the meaning of the myth were
perceived by the spectator and it pleased me very much. -

- It is impossible to write a flower with simple brush-touches, “so-so “, it should be studied, and
deeply, as well as any thing else. Flowers are great teachers of artists: for complete
understanding of a structure of a rose, it is necessary to work not less, than at studying a
human face. There is everything in the flowers, that exists in the nature, though in more refined
and complex forms, and it is necessary to make researches in each flower, and especially in a
lilac or a bouquet of wild flowers, as in a whole wood thicket till you’ll be able to catch the logic
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of construction, deduce the laws of the combinations seeming casual… I write them as the
musician plays his scales. After two hours of steady work something turns inside my mind and
flowers become changed into sounds somehow… It is the grandest exercise for each painter. -

- In the picture “The Hockey Game” (1929), I left the method of consecutive painting of plans of
Cezanne, because this method had become quite obsolete by the time. It had to be studied and
then forgotten as a school lesson, all for the sake of direct simplicity of treating the nature. Such
spontaneity might be very dangerous if an artist had not had the knowledge of painting of plans,
but as he already has got this knowledge, he may safely rely on his intuition and never mind the
analysis, for this analysis unconsciously and constantly goes on at the very moment of
perception of the nature. The “Hockey” had begun of my perception of the color of ice.
Sometimes one feels a natural phenomenon as something primitive, even rough. I had
perceived the ice of the skating rink as the bottle color glass, but in this imaginary primitiveness
of perception there was the great artistic subtlety that created the entire thing. As soon as I had
painted on the canvas the square of the skating rink of the color of green bottle glass all was
defined at ones and the thing, in effect, was ready. By long experience, I have come to
conclusion that in a real work of art the first line, the first spot of color decides everything. How
much time there will be taken by the preliminary investigations, before this first spot will appear
on the canvas, is another question, but I think all the essence is in that spot…. The skating rink
was not looked after assiduously that year: the ice field was insignificant, and it was separated
from the parkway and surrounding buildings by a wide field of snow. The charm of the sight
depended on it – the buildings were removed afar, the horizons extended, and the ice mirror
laid in a wide snow frame. I have expressed it dynamically – slightly on a diagonal, because it
corresponded well with the fast movements of players. I wrote the thing, deliberately avoiding
lots of details: have slightly shown an ugly lattice surrounding the skating rink, and only two tree
trunks off good many tens of them. And my painting was very “liquid” there; I was afraid to ruin
the freshness of impression by overloading a canvas with paints. -

- I consider my trips to Caucasus and Crimea as the largest events of my creative life for the
last several years. In my “Shoeing of a Buffalo” I find more simplicity and figurativeness of
expression then I had before. And there is the same aspiration to simplicity and ease in my
works made at Balaklava and Gurzuf. It all is due to my work with watercolors. I had worked
with watercolors before; even now it is painful for me to recollect the loss of nearly fifty of my
Spanish watercolor sketches of 1910. I had taken them to the theatre when I worked on the
scenery to “Don Guan”, and I had forgotten them in a carrier’s cart, coming back home terribly
tired. Not one remained, as if they had burned down…. But now I began to work with the
watercolors another way: with its help, first of all, I wanted to answer some questions of texture
of oil painting. There are such subtleties, which it is possible to comprehend only having passed
through the watercolor techniques. Let us take as an example the sky made with watercolors –
the effect when the whiteness of paper is slightly radiating through the thin layer of blue paint. It
has appeared, that in oil painting simulating the painting with watercolors, the technique of liquid
painting with tones of “heaven” above the emulsion preparative covering, opens extremely
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interesting opportunities of texture. And I have found lots of other things with the help of water
colors…. -

- Having taken from the nature a casual to turn it into regular, – it is the original law of a
composition in painting. We cannot search for a composition, sitting at home and running
around the room in fury at the trying to put ones still-lives, as Cezanne did. We got free from
such way. We need to snatch that thread which leads to an original composition from the alive,
untouched nature, it is necessary to accustom the eye to take at the very first sight only that is
necessary, from all heap of opportunities. It often happened that I, being interested by some
nook of the nature, nevertheless could not find a point to be “hooked” there. And sometimes
later the place opened itself wide and the work became very interesting. If a painter has had
such a point to begin his work – he is halfway to success (at condition of possession of the art
of forma). And there is no need to hide the artist’s intentions and aspirations of will. On the
contrary, a spectator should understand at the first sight that the artist has done precisely what
he so much wanted to do, that he didn’t thoughtless transfer “something” casually seen…. It is
difficult to say how to achieve this purpose, but if an artist is unable to make a composition – to
arrange the forms and colors on the canvas so that everything there would be subordinated
under the same rhythm, directed to the same goal, then he cannot show to the spectator the
conception he tried to express. -

- Everything sounded for me like some very ancient music and poetry in this living piece of
former “khan” life (in “Bakchisarai” – K.F.). And, though it might appear strange, I saw there
Chernomor, Ruslan and Ratmir instead of Zarema and Maria of the “Bakhchisarai fountain”. The
realities of present day penetrating the life of Bakhchisarai palace, – these evening motions of
floridly dressed Tatar crowd in palace gardens, removed in my opinion this relic of Crimea
Ghireans into absolutely gray-haired antiquity. The grayish Crimean falcons criss-crossing the
air above our heads, the white lumps of pigeons covering the roofs and eaves, they all seemed
to me almost the visions of ancient Chimeria. Though not a minute I had thought on stylization
in Chimerian manner. On the contrary, I aspired to express with alive and absolutely realistic
transfer of a palace iron gate and the harem gardens, this complex feeling of the ancient history
having come alive, that seized me there. -

- One event has improbably helped me (in the work on “Pushkin’s portrait” 1932); at the
Historical Museum they promised me to show a quilt of Pushkin epoch, and when I have come
they unexpectedly introduced me to the grand-daughter of the poet. At ones I had seen
everything that it was impossible to notice in a plaster mask (that impossibility tortured me very
much and even made me sick). And the most important is that I have seen at the
grand-daughter the way of opening the mouth and the grin of her ancestor, because the
grand-daughter had appeared literally alive portrait of her grand-father; was of Hannibal
breed…. I was so overwhelmed with joy, that I had lost my head and as a child began kissing
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this lovely little old woman. After this case the work went on well and with great inspiration. A
plaster “Faun” though it was before, the poet’s face had become absolutely alive for me, and I
could paint him as I paint any other portrait – with the same confidence, clearness and
firmness…. I had been thinking for a long time how to open Pushkin’s mouth, to show his
amazing, childish joyful smile, which was noticed by all who knew the poet. Eventually I was
forced to use the tradition – to make the poet bring to his lips a goose feather. The gesture was,
certainly, too much “poetic”, but it was documentary proven at Pushkin: the scholars have noted
lots of the contemporaries stories proving that the poet had a constant habit to gnaw feathers
during the work, and lots of those feathers, bitten short, were always on Pushkin’s desktops.
One of the scholars even regretted that I have given to my Pushkin a fresh feather instead of
bitten one.

I worked on my Pushkin without haste, leaving the canvas for months sometimes, but of course
the inner, intellectual work never ceased during these interruptions. I had to think much about
the furnishings of the epoch, because almost nothing had remained of it. It was necessary to
transfer a spirit of epoch in color scale of interior, for each epoch has its own fashion of it. I have
stopped on a combination of green, red and yellow colors – the most preferred colors at epoch
of Nicolas I. -

- I have peered it for a long time (Small House of Peter the First at the Summer Garden),
thought about it, have made a sketch and was going to paint from life. By my decision
everything in this work had to be arranged in accordance to the color of the water of Fontanka
River. Still, I have begun this work at home on recollection, as they say: “I’ve brought the color
in my head”. And as soon as I have laid with paint the leaden water of Fontanka, have made a
boat and slightly marked the reflections in the water, the work went on easily; the paints were
laid down as rhymes in verses…. It had happened to me ones before when I wrote my
“Hockey”…. I had lived for a long time in Leningrad then, and the first snow fell, and Pushkin
had come on mind unconsciously, especially when I was at Tsarskoe Selo, everything there
reminds Pushkin. -

- I have used to wash the brushes continuously during the work. The others paint almost with
single brush, but I cannot work so – I have to wash my brushes all the time. So, I always carry a
can – “brush washer”, and a can for liquid varnish. Turpentine makes the paint diluted, and I dip
a brush into varnish to connect the paint, to get it stronger. -

- I cannot work just at the first look – to begin writing as soon as I have seen some “tone”. It is
the way of making simple notes, exercises in painting. We are going now to the place, which I
had chosen since the spring. The trees were still naked then, and I had already made a
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drawing, though the point of observation was another a little bit. Then there came the blossoms,
the lilac, I had to sketch them out. But when the first time I went to write, I had seen my etude
from another observation point, and as I liked it better I began writing so. Though still I am going
to write the place I had drawn, if I’ll have time. -

- I have taken great interest in painting “against the sun” now. It is interesting indeed to notice
the sun shine silver thrown upon the leaves, grass and everything. It’s such cold silver with
many shades in it, such sliding light on foliage. Tintoretto loved terribly these cold patches of
light. Take for example his “Susanna and the elders” at Louvre – what a tremendous work! Of
course no one can keep up with him. And it is not known, how he had written it: from etudes or
on memory…. It is possible, certainly, to write on memory, but it is very difficult to guess if you
are not mistaken. Say Monet – he was a real “artist of the hours”, because he studied each hour
in the nature, but still he is very far from Tintoretto…. The giants like him, obviously, had a
special, giant memory. Even sitting at the nature and drilling it with eyes, we’ll never achieve
such a force. -

- I have spoken a lot about the composition; now have a look how I make it. In the depth of an
etude, by all means there should be a twisting line, such dark, shadowy wave. It is to be
emphasized, but the branches and the trunks are closing this wave and prevent to see it clearly.
It means that it is necessary to “help” the composition: to raise a little this branch, to turn a bit
aside that one, slightly to push aside the trunks…. -

- Look, the nature is making feast today! The foliage and the trees are overflowed with red. And
that bluish color on the trunks is just a miracle! The nature gives a heat…. -

- See how I have “expressed” the hill; I just calmed, straightened the foreground, and the distant
plan with the hill began to heave. If I’d raise the line of the hill there would be a mistake. One
cannot always guess how to act. When we went here I was thinking: “I should make the trunks a
bit thinner, it will improve the composition”. It seemed to me so when I looked at my etude at
home. And what I do now – at the nature: I increase all the trunks at the bottom; I make them
broader because it appears that they are thinner only at the top. And the general impression
has improved; it means that I was mistaken at home, without nature. But sometimes it happens
that I am mistaken at the nature. Then I come home, peer at the work, see the mistakes and
begin making amendments on memory. As a rule, coming to the place later, I see that the work
has become more close and true to the nature…. Well, it means that I had tired during the work,
and had ceased to see the things correctly; I explain it so.
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I had had other cases. Ones I had made a watercolor etude, and, later, the same place I had
written in oil paints, working at the nature. Having brought the work home I compared it to the
watercolor etude – the last was more correct. According to it, I made amendments in the oil
painting, and took it to the nature – all was absolutely correct! Such things happen…. Certainly,
there might be that under the influence of my own watercolor etude, I ceased to see the nature
properly, could not take anything new there, and saw only what I already had taken in the
watercolor etude…. I don’t know. -

- Recently in Moscow, I was going somewhere by tram and from a window had seen a
remarkable maiden passing. I had to get out of the tram at the first stop, but I delayed somehow
and got out only at the second stop, and as a matter of course I have lost the maiden. She
could not be called a beauty: the hairs were as a tangled heap on the head, though at the
temples were dressed in ringlets as if on an antique statue. But she marvelously held her head.
And the nostrils –it is the main thing – were cut in a special way: they were wide, breathing,
inflated. We meet in the works of great painters such never-dying forms sometimes; look at the
enormous nose of an old man Girlandajo of Louvre for example. I can’t forgive myself that I
have lost such a face…. But I will not let it to be gone, I shall never forget it, so original
everything was there. -

- For a long time I desired to return the real painting to the stage, whence it was so hastily
expelled to be replaced with so-called designs, already boring and almost obsolete. It would be
desirable to create the scenery extremely laconic, sparing of details, but achieve thus such
laconism, which can excellently be combined with the theatrical reality, and scenic properties. It
is necessary to give the theatre such, widely written pictorial scenery with which would merge –
“grow into the painting” all the suits and original subjects being on a stage. Such scenery is
quite possible as an experience of «Four Despots» (1932) had shown. Deciding the scenery of
this opera, where action develops so quickly, and having on mind how the intervals necessary
for change of scenic designs are discouraging for the spectators, I had come to decision to
make all scenery on the pure changes, having replaced the curtains in some cases with images
on the plane parts of backdrop turned to the spectators. I have added the inclined surfaces to
the vertical and horizontal planes of scenery. The water in “Despots”, for example, is depicted
so: it is written on the vertical surface of backdrop, the surface becomes inclined, and finely it
comes to the stage as a horizontal surface put straight onto the floor. In this production I have
refused to use the effects of scenic illumination, and worked considering the ordinary white light.
There were serious doubts about a bridge in the last scene. It would be very easy to write it, but
then it were lost for the play as the dead place. Eventually we had made a real bridge with
lattices made of painted cords, and it became the center of scenic action in the final scene of
carnival, where I conceived to show the same fantastic Venice, which is revived in the products
by Petro Longhi. By the way, for the first scene of the last act, I have written the “Shop of the
Antique Dealer” – the biggest one of my still-lives. This scenery had been written with great
inspiration, I wanted to express to the spectators the festive sunshine of Venice that charms us
so. By the way, I had had a funny story with the “Despots”. At one of the first representations of
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the opera we were sitting there with my wife. There was a woman sitting behind us, and, at the
first scene, as the curtain rose, she asked, who had written the scenery. Her neighbor said:
“Konchalovsky”. And she said with contempt: “It is obviously him!” At the end of the first scene,
when on the stage there appeared sunlit Venice, she said again – this time with admiration: “It is
obviously written by Konchalovsky”…. -

- In the “Mistress of Hotel” (1932), I had a problem to solve: to bring the action from the boring
“pavilions” and rooms straight into the street. The Italian life style perfectly fits for the purpose.
The scenery for the first act I decided as a court of a hotel placed in an old building of some
monastery, already partially ruined. It had enabled the actors to inhabit the stage in the most
diversified places: not only on the floor, but, also on the ladders, in windows, in galleries of the
second floor. Such distribution of scenic action seemed to me more strongly expressing the
spirit of epoch and the character of the Florentine life. The Mirandolina’s room I also placed at
the open air, having depicted it as a monastic loggia viewing the city and the well-known
Florentine cathedral. It had broken certainly, the tradition, but, in compensation, it opened the
wide space for actors and destroyed the break between the scenery, as a dead background,
and the alive playing of actors…. The experience of these productions has clearly shown me
that pictorial scenery on a stage not only can meet the new demands of the contemporary
theatre, but it itself remains for ever irreplaceable means of influence. -

- The concept of the picture is not some theorem of Pyphagoras; it changes continuously, and
each epoch has its own definition for it. One thing is indisputable for me: a picture can be
created only at epoch of completeness of development of artistic life, at epoch of stability of
concepts in art, of full possession of some art method which gives the painting high-grade
quality, and at the same time is capable to cover and express the spirit of its epoch.
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